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Introduction
Between about 1pm Tuesday 17th June and 12pm Monday 30th June 2008 the JISC 
mailing list, JISC-REPOSITORIES[1], further discussed questions of subject classification, 
repositories and automation. The discussion totalled some 10,284 words (not including 
headers and quoted text) over 67 messages and the thread (“Subject Classification”) 
spawned two others: “It's Keystrokes All the Way Down” and “Current Awareness”. During 
the course of this discussion someone asked that a summary be created and this 
document represents an attempt to do just that. It does not attempt to attribute points to 
individuals just as it does not take any credit for the ideas expressed within.

Background
We begin with a question: “Do Institutional Repositories that make use of Library of 
Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) ask depositors to select the headings, or get 
cataloguers to do this work? Would it be better to simply use author chosen keywords 
(tags) or use a classification like ISI (to support REF)?”

Importantly, and implied by reference to REF (and the subsequent discussion), is that any 
requirement to subject classify should be made in the context of usage. (This is a general 
principle in the creation of any metadata). It would be right to ask: What is the purpose of 
subject classification of Institutional (or other) Repository content? (Note, that is not asking 
what is the purpose of subject classification per se). Other questions then arise: What is 
the cost of subject classification and how does compare with the benefits? Is human 
subject classification necessary, nice if you can get it or simply a waste of time? These are 
reoccurring questions within the repository community, suggesting that they have not as 
yet been formally explored.

What is the purpose of subject classification of repository content?
In theory at least there are interesting services that can be built using the subject classified 
content of repositories. These include systematic searching and browsing, filtering by 
subject area (discussed later), support for REF, and auditing of research grants (by 
attaching grant codes – which may carry subject information - to papers). The latter two 
are not demanded by end users of repository content, but by administrators and funders. 
The former are standard methods used to discover resources and it was felt that to 
remove support for these types of discovery without proper investigation would be 
premature and unfair to those people who rely on them. 

The discussion seemed to veer towards full-text indexing, coupled with sophisticated 
search algorithms (such as those used by Google) and boolean queries, as sufficient 
mechanisms for discovery of repository content. There was a strong feeling that subject 
descriptors attached to metadata records of papers would not enhance/aid discovery and 
that if subject classification was required it would be difficult to see the value added by 
“human classification” (at deposit) over automatic classification (at deposit or any time 
after).

That said, some posters advised caution, suggesting that to entrust scholarly research to 
the power of the search engines was not something to be taken lightly and that to dismiss 



subject classification, a standard discovery tool used by researchers and librarians, might 
carry some risks. Further, it was felt that there are limitations of full-text indexing and there 
was a question over whether or not a document's content (devoid of context) was sufficient 
to facilitate discovery (or automatic classification) of that document. Some felt this was a 
minor problem that would only occur with a specialised set of documents and that this set 
of documents would perhaps have no place in an Institutional Repository. Others felt this 
might be a very real issue for the content of IRs.  

The discussion seemed largely based on opinion and impressions rather than studies 
assessing the usefulness of full-text indexing versus enriched metadata and the question 
was raised to ask if there were any studies looking into this.

Subject classification to information overload
Some felt that while subject classification did not aid discovery via search engines, it was 
still useful to distinguish content for subject based harvesters and to filter result sets, for 
example current awareness alerting services. IRs are, by default, as subject agnostic as 
the Institution itself. How then does a subject focussed harvester determine which full-texts 
to retrieve and index? Some services do not place any subject metadata into their records 
because it is be clear from the repository in question what the subject area is. However, 
machine to machine interfaces do not necessarily have the luxury of knowing the subjects 
each repository might cover.
 
A further issue was raised relating to current awareness and the limitations of alerting 
services built on top of full-text indexes. Often such alerts (via RSS feeds) would return 
false positives and it was suggested that a finer grained filtering (perhaps aided by subject 
classification) would be of use in solving these problems. 

However, there was a strong feeling that machine classification would address these 
issues, adding subject classification after submission (or at retrieval), but as yet no one is 
very sure of how successful that would be now or how much better it might get in the 
future.

What is the cost (to Institutional Repositories) of subject classification?
The discussion suggested that deposit into repositories is disappointing and the poor rates 
of deposit can be directly and solely attributed to the effort (in terms of “keystrokes”) 
required to submit a paper. There was a strong feeling that reducing the metadata 
overhead (by, for example, not asking authors for subject headings) at submission would 
significantly increase the chances of authors depositing their work. That is to say the cost 
to IRs of subject classification is high: it prevents content deposit. (There was also the 
question of the author's qualifications for cataloguing a work in accordance with a subject 
scheme).

As aside to this discussion, the question was put to the list whether or not it really was the 
case that “keystrokes” were the main cause of the disappointing deposit rates. Some on 
the list felt that there were other, equal, if not more significant factors – such as copyright 
clearance/fears. If “keystrokes” were not the main factor, it could be argued that the cost of 
subject classification to deposit was less than envisaged, but there was only anecdotal 
evidence to support this.

That subject classification implies “keystrokes” that the authors are unwilling to make 
begged the question does all metadata requested/required form a barrier to deposit? If it 
does, should IRs be asking for any metadata at all other than that which can be gained 



automatically? What if all barriers were removed and the submission interface for an IR 
were simply a Web site to which files could be uploaded/copied? How would such a Web 
site differ from an IR? (A few ways were mentioned: for example that an IR allows the 
institution to manage the scholarly output and that OAI-PMH was a better dissemination 
technology than screen scraping). However, the question remains: Are IRs themselves 
barriers to deposit? Barriers to Open Access?

Metadata Standards
There were implications for metadata efforts within the community and application profile 
work was mentioned in this context. The problem is that if IRs will remain empty if there is 
an insistence on high levels of complex metadata, what role is there for things like SWAP? 
Should (could?) SWAP stipulate a subject classification scheme? How will it be possible to 
get authors to construct the relationships SWAP requires if they will not/are not capable of 
selecting a subject heading? There was a feeling that software tools currently do not 
support the easy creation of complex metadata coupled with a concern that they never will. 
“Developer bewilderment” was cited as the reason; that is to say that the software 
developers themselves do not understand or accept that structured metadata is a 
requirement for discovery and because of this will not invest the time and effort developing 
the tools to create it.

Where now?
A number of questions were raised on the list as part of this discussion. Among these 
significant ones appear to be:

What are the requirements of IRs/services that subject classification supports?
Is subject classification an aid to resource discovery – from full-text indexing to alerting?
Do we know either way or is it just a feeling?
Is the disappointing deposit rate still attributable to just “keystrokes”?

Just where we go from here is left to the reader. 



During the course of the discussion it was suggested that the thread itself might be 
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